Caught in a Nutshell: "Islam" and the Rise of History Textbooks in
elements: (a) the prophet and "his religion," (b) Muslim aggressiveness, (c) the Crusades, and (d) some connection to contemporary politics that serves as a proof of the dangerous nature of this religion.
The impact of migration and global awareness on textbooks around the turn of the millennium finally cast a doubt on the usefulness of this inherited knowledge. When faced with Muslim children, German teachers increasingly looked for updated knowledge in which encounter and human experience played a role. Among other things, this longue durée study will show that changing classroom populations resulting from the rising number of immigrants from Muslim majority countries finally persuaded textbook and curriculum writers to reconsider the handed down lore. To support their argument, both churches produced histories, aiming to prove the "true nature" of their own church, and to accuse the other one of falsifying history. At first, the confessional authors intertwined biblical accounts and church history readings with the newly discovered heritage of Greek and
Roman history writers, a mixture that was given very different confessional interpretations. 3 In the course of some 150 years, this enterprise changed to a veritable quest for universal history in which the religious polemics gradually disappeared. The search for non-literary sources, coins, statues and monuments that could corroborate the truthfulness of the literary sources replaced them. Incidentally, it laid the foundation of historiography as a university discipline.
Caught in a Nutshell: "Islam" and the Rise of History Textbooks in Germany (1700-2005)
In the course of our research we came across many Protestant cities in Germany, where, around 1700, history textbooks were being produced for use in the local Gymnasium, among them Nürnberg, Leipzig, and Berlin. 9 They were written by antiquarians, classical historians, theologians and philologists with resounding names, among them Hilmar Curas, Johann Hübner, Johann Georg Eßig, Benjamin
Hederich, and Johann David Köhler. In all, during the eighteenth century, some sixty savants initiated and continued local productions of history and geography textbooks. 10 To illustrate this singular production, we selected one striking history textbook, written by Johann David Köhler in collaboration with the artist and printer Christoph Weigel, and printed in Nürnberg, The World in a Nutshell. Reworked and reprinted by generations of local teachers and school directors, The World in a Nutshell was still in use around 1800.
Textbook productions in other German cities made it well into the nineteenth century.
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Although intimately familiar with the Bible, church history and Greek and Latin historians, Köhler also consulted some of the more famous confessional histories of the seventeenth century to write his textbook, among them the Jesuit Tursellinus, the Protestant Clüver and the Pietist von Puffendorf. 12 However, unlike these authors, he neglected confessional differences and also produced a very clearly structured didactical framework. Each century , he presented ten single happenings that were depicted in copper plate drawings and accompanied by rhymes. Since the drawings and the rhymes were designed as tools to memorize the accompanying text, this was a powerful instrument to instill knowledge of the past in the young readers' minds.
On the seven hundred pages of history that this book presents, there are six entries on Muhammad and his followers, covering no more than seven pages. Nonetheless, the way in which they are portrayed and inserted in the master narrative affords us a clear idea of their function.
For three of these entries, we have to go to the seventh century "in the first millennium after the birth of Christ," also coined "The time of the Longobards." Ten pictures illustrate the highlights. The rhyme under the pictures gives a first impression of what matters in this age:
The emperor is beheaded; / his ashes thrown into the sea. / Lord Machmed makes his conquest / ramsacking Babylon as his behest. / The law of Lotharinge / is not of any use. / Celts throttled in the bathtub, / mercy for the Saracens. / When Cilian teaches the Franks; / the weaponry has to clank. 13 Of the three entries dealing with Muslims, the entry, "The flight of the Arch Fraud Muhammad" deals with the religion of Islam. It is summarized with a short biography of the prophet that bears all misgivings and hatred of bygone ages. We hear about a "wrong" religion, which "in reality" has been stitched together from a mixture of Jewish and Christian faiths; about the "false laws" of praying, washing and fasting; the unheard of prohibition of pork meat and wine; the prophets' growing popularity and his "flight" to Medina. "From that moment," the text concludes, "he began to spread his religion with violence, through fire and the sword, until he died."
The second entry, "The Conquest of Persia by the Saracenes," is about the aggressive nature of this religion's followers. It is explained by means of the story of emperor Heraclitus and how he mistreated the Saracens. The third entry, "How Emperor Constantin IV Made the Saracens Pay Taxes," is about submission. It deals with the military encounters between Byzantines and Arabs, which the invention of "Greek fire" decided in favor of the Byzantines.
The eighth, the eleventh, and the seventeenth centuries offer the theater for three more entries. However, the Arab people have been described to foreign nations in almost the same light. Only a few traveling novelists have been able to cut through the thick curtain of rapacity, theft and pretension, and have presented us with a somewhat better view of their character. Their own and impartial avowal in this matter has our full approval as it contains so much truth that one could easily write it above each Nation, namely they admit that "not all their compatriots think similarly well and act similarly honestly." Indeed, they themselves often count it as a crime Muslims that deviated from the traditional lore simply did not "fit" a master narrative, which imbued the pupils with a historical narrative that started with God's own creation, experienced biblical times, became the history of the triumphant church, defended Europeans against barbarians and sectarians, incorporated the heritage of Greeks and Romans, and mirrored the essence of Christian civilized man. The few that made it into the textbooks were omitted in the following generation of textbooks.
Perceptions in the Age of Nation-state Building
The nineteenth century produced a plethora of foundation myths on which the European nation-states came to rest, thus creating a sense of group identity. Remote military encounters between Latin Christians or Byzantines on the one hand, and Arabs, Turks, Tartars or Mongolians on the other, were rediscovered, not as fastidious military conflicts and protagonists of border clashes, but as existential struggles against the forces of darkness. In this scheme of historical imagination, the people who embodied and represented "Islam" were pictured as Europe's antithesis and the struggle against them was seen as a major event with
an almost eschatological meaning. 16 Myths invented the historical genealogy that served to prove the continuity of the nation and the heroes who served as imaginative kernels in the narrative texture. Myths also encouraged collective identity. Their focus was on "independence" -from oppression, from imperial power and, above all, from ethnic and religious entities that were perceived as different. neighbors. 18 The result was an image of "not us" that helped to mobilize the masses behind the idea of the nation. In the textbooks, confessional differences disappear. Entries on Islam start to neglect its religious character in favor of its dangerous and aggressive nature:
The inborn enmity of the Christian and Muslim endeavors necessarily produced a battle of life and death wherever the two cultures met. Such points of contact occurred soon enough after the conquering waves of the clans of Arabia flooding over the borders of this country, and the Eastern-Roman Empire, the WesternGothic and the Frankish kingdoms endured a centuries-long battle with the followers of the false prophet. 19 Note that "this country" indicates a territory stretching from Constantinople to Spain. Note also the passive form with which "we" encounter "them." Note finally that the reason for the enmity between Christian and
Muslim "cultures" is perceived as a "necessity" deriving from the "laws" of the Koran. These laws, as another textbook maintains, ordain Muslims to spread their religion among people of other beliefs "with fire and the sword": § 235 Islam. … It is a major law of the Koran to spread Islam with all possible means and to force peoples with different beliefs to accept it with fire and the sword; in order to fill Muslims with bravery and utter disgust of death they are told that the length of one's life is fixed beforehand, and that those who fall in battle are promised a paradise full of sensual pleasures and black-eyed virgins serving them. 20 The stress on "the inborn enmity" and a Muslims' free use of "fire and the sword" served to introduce the for the fatherland and the Kaiser and develop knowledge of the divine rule in history as his innermost conviction. 22 In the textbooks, the account of the Crusades exploded into a success story that covered almost sixty pages.
Its main characters were brave knights, poor pilgrims and a grim, merciless enemy, all of who were set in an exotic, faraway landscape. Thanks to the diligent work of hundreds of German historians, textbook authors were soon able to choose between masses of gripping details. But beyond the gripping details, crusade stories offered German children a space in which to develop an identity in which "our folks" and "Christianity" took alternate places of honor. In the German society (or rather, societies) at that time, there still existed considerable differences between languages, regions and identities of Bavarians, Prussians, and other Germans, who did not consider that they belonged to one ethnic group, let alone one nation. Because they stressed the narrative of the Christian community (as different from Islam), history textbooks played a crucial role in the creation of national unity. When dealing with the Crusades, the assumption that "all of
Christianity" wanted to free the Holy Land seemed to be highly plausible:
It was at this period that the thought of uniting all of Christianity in one procession to Jerusalem, a thought, which had been nourished by the popes for a long time, was put into practice. During the Counsel of Clermont, Pope Urban II urged to undertake a war procession to the Holy Land to free it from the hands of the unbelieving Turks and many French and Norman knights took the cross from his hands. 23 This little, often repeated sequence again set the coordinates for the basic dichotomy between "we" (we Europeans, all of Christianity) and "they" (Arabs, Turks, the Muslim world). The expansive "we" successfully hides the fact that crusaders were mainly recruited among the nobility of northwesternb France, whom the Germans originally had not cared to join. The narrative blandly turns the French into "our folks" (die Unseren):
As they left the hamlet during the second morning hour on Good Friday, they suddenly fell into the hands of the Arabs. The latter rushed upon them, attacking them like wolves and wounding them. Our folks at first tried to defend themselves but soon enough were forced to flee back to the hamlet because they were not carrying any weapons. Many of them were killed whilst escaping. 24 Once these coordinates were in place, the horror could unfold. "Our folks" were pictured as innocent pilgrims, who, on the very day that Jesus had died on the cross, had made their way towards But the Crusader armies were at least able to stop the threatening approach of the Mongol-Mohammedan conquerors. In Spain, among the remains of the Western-Gothic nobility, it kindled the desire to reconquer the empire. From the mountains in the north where they had found last refuge, they branded against the moors and, in a battle that lasted for centuries, ousted them from European soil.
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Although there are considerable differences between the German national narratives of the 1880s and the National Socialist narratives, the Muslim story remained essentially the same and its message rang out loud and clear: that they attacked us; that we only did what was necessary to safeguard Europe. It was a mono-ethnic perception that was created to bridge and integrate internal differences and for that reason could not cater for diversity.
Once the National Socialist regime had been defeated, the Allieds undertook the reform of the 
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Arab scholars later conveyed the knowledge they had gleaned from astronomy, philosophy and medicine to the inhabitants of the West. We owe to the Arabs the "Arab numbers", which they had adapted from the Indians, and algebra. Many products of trading diligence, like weapons and cloth, were superior to those of the West. 27 The choice of words -zealously, convey, trading diligence -reveals that the admission of cultural knowledge still took a certain amount of teeth grinding. The text suggests that the Arabs merely acted as a transit, passively passing on what other people had invented. This approach to Muslim culture is not unusual in the textbook accounts of the 1960s and 1970s either. They reveal the difficulty of taking one's distance from the 'we are superior' spirit.
After the Second World War, in the subject matter for the tenth grade, West German textbooks start a new narrative, which summarizes country reports of modern Muslim states. But when the oil crisis, the Iranian revolution and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict erupted, these more or less neutral accounts quickly evolved into tales of tensions and conflict threatening the international community. Daily life in Muslim majority countries disappeared from view before the subject had had time to unfold.
Changing Curricula in Response to Changing Classrooms
Between 1965 and 2000, due to a politics of importing "guest workers" for menial and undesirable jobs, the Muslim population in Germany rose from an almost negligent number to three and a half million people.
Although an immigration country since 1945, it did not acknowledge the newcomers. From the beginning, it was generally considered that foreign workers would stay only temporarily and they were therefore given 
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In his suggestions for curriculum development dating from 1991, Klaus Gebauer, responsible for the history and politics curricula in NRW, remarks under the entry "Allah is Great" that the intention of this unit should be "to get to know Islam as a religion and social movement," and "to encounter Muslims in their own sphere with tolerance and solidarity." The passive noun skillfully avoids the use of "we," but the line of vision is clear. The wording hints at differing views ("in their own sphere"), which "tolerance and solidarity" must remedy. The author also criticizes the earlier Islam narratives as "unhistorical," "full of dilettantism" and, addressing textbook authors who pictured Islam as the enemy of Christianity, "irresponsible." 30 His criticism introduces new legitimization by means of knowledge, and it marks the change from a "then" (mainly the 1970s) and a "now" that is slowly beginning to make itself felt.
In the 1990s, in states with large populations of Muslim migrants, the political frame gradually tourists, and fugitives but also China, xenophobia and right-wing extremism -teaches us that the entry has become too narrow to explain what is going on "out there". Whatever the future may bring, curriculum makers try to face the new reality and adjust the aims of history teaching accordingly.
The Example of North-Rhine Westphalia. In Search of New Knowledge
To track down how the curricula changes influenced the traditional textbook entries about Islam, the last part of this article offers a tour through the history textbooks of North-Rhine Westphalia (NRW). NRW, which harbors the traditional "coal and iron" region and among the first to haul in foreign workers, experienced a quick growth in the Turkish and Yugoslavian population in the 1970s and 1980s, which rises in the course of three decennia from a few thousand to one million inhabitants. This circumstance meant that the state was destined to become a trendsetter in adapting education to the changing equilibrium in the classroom. The place to deal with Turkish, Bosnian and Albanian children and their parents is the traditional entry on Muhammad, the spread of Islam with the sword, and the Crusades.
In the following, I quote from textbooks for the Hauptschule because, until very recently, children from migrant families to a large degree visited this type of school, while the higher and socially better situated Realschule and the Gymnasium still presented unattainable goals. In these books, the Islam entry has not changed much since the nineteenth century. The master narrative is set in the Stone Age, followed by the early civilizations of Egypt, Mesopotamia, Greece, and Rome. why Germans are next in the genealogy of world civilizations. Once this has been settled, attention turns to others and how the borders between "we" and "they" have been established. This is the locus classicus for the Crusades. Treacherously, it includes not only the biography of the prophet and the nature of Islam, but also Muslims in Germany and crises in the Middle East.
In 1973, the reader still encounters the old Islam narrative in its inimical clothing. We learn that "the Saracens" did not know fear, that they spread their religion via "holy war" and that the warriors were promised black-eyed virgins in paradise. 35 In 1987, we stumble upon a story that relates how "the Arabs"
spread their belief "with fire and the sword." 36 But in the course of the 1990s, and in fewer cases after 2001, the narrative is given a more cautious character. The Crusades are reassessed. The sermon of Pope Urban, who initially mobilized the masses, is questioned. "Was it propaganda?" the authors ask. "Were the Crusades a mistake?" The story begins to change its focus from the Crusades' military character to the economic and cultural consequences. There is an underlying message that can be captured thus: "whatever happened back then, it was also a multicultural experience," which thereby offers a projection screen for multicultural society in the present.
In the 1990s, the double perspective entered the narrative. Textbooks offered "our" as well as "their" side and back them up with different sources. This time, the message runs: "this is not only about our German, European side. After all, they had a view of their own and we have to make room for it." This, too, offers a blueprint for dealing with the present. Finally, reality itself is addressed. Sequences appear that are captured with phrases such as "Muslims among us," "We get to know each other" and "Visit to a mosque," 37 or, in a slightly altered form, "Why did you come to us?" "Being a foreigner in Germany" and "Looking for Muslims in Germany." 38 In other words, the classroom is transformed into an ethnographic expedition, which starts to produce its own knowledge. In theory at least, this opens a window on learning through experiencing. Leaving the methodological difficulties aside (Muslims pupils are turned into learning objects, a method which, if anything, only strengthens the us/them binary), an opening to break away from the petrified script is finally offered.
Leafing through the twelve to fifteen pages that usually cover the Islam narrative in the NRW nary in the classroom. In its wake, classrooms are transformed into ethnographical expeditions, which generate their own knowledge over and beyond the traditional lore. They manage to disclose fresh knowledge that neither the geographers' accounts of the eighteenth century nor the reports on countries and peoples of the twentieth could ever establish.
Summary and Conclusion
Over three hundred years, educational knowledge about Muslims in Germany has been caught in a nutshell that featured four characteristics: Muslims are lying; Muslims are aggressive; Muslims are threatening;
Muslims force Europeans to legitimately defend themselves. It was shown that the eighteenth century inherited this lore from older church perceptions. During the Reformation, confessional authors used it to accuse one another of adhering to the wrong church. When the first textbooks were being written, it was introduced as secure knowledge and interlaced with contemporary accounts of Ottoman attack. Alternative accounts, introduced into the geography textbooks towards the end of the eighteenth century, could not cut through this thick layer of prejudice. 
